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Manufacturing ERP Software
Category
Manufacturing ERP software is an enterprise resource planning
solution that enables manufacturing firms to compete successfully in
the market. It facilitates more efficient management of
manufacturing processes and transforms the supply chain to help
businesses achieve production goals.
Web-based manufacturing ERP solutions are designed to address the
concern of information breakup in manufacturing companies. The
software regulates business strategies with a suite of modules. In
addition, ERP is utilized as a link to improve integration between all
operation areas of the enterprise; it simplifies the manufacturing
process via automated scheduling, planning, and fulfillment.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Manufacturing ERP Software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT BATCHMASTER SOFTWARE

BatchMaster Software develops

Our goals with BatchMaster ERP with SAP Business One are to improve overall
efficiency and increase access to our data with enhanced operational reporting, which
will translate into better decision making. Our employees can benefit by the all-in-one,
integrated solution that includes terminology familiar to staff.
NUESTRO QUESO

and implements formula based,
process manufacturing solutions
for Food & Beverage, Chemicals,
Personal Care & Cosmetics,
Nutraceuticals, Life Sciences,
Pharmaceuticals, and other
process industries. BatchMaster
Manufacturing runs with your
existing QuickBooks, Sage 100 &

Our philosophy is that Quality is everybody's responsibility and integrating Quality
Management within BatchMaster ERP will make tracking Quality for each item at the lot level
immensely easier. Also, using BatchMaster ERP for Inspection Plans and Checklists will weave
our SOPs in to the system.
DALE HAMANN
QUALITY TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, ATHEA LABS

300, Microsoft Dynamics GP, and
SAP Business One financials.
We reviewed nearly 10 ERP solutions and found BatchMaster ERP for Food to be the most
comprehensive manufacturing solution that would also be easy to learn and use for our staff
and that could address the added complexities and regulations in food manufacturing.
CHRISTIAN JONES
PURCHASER & ERP ADMINISTRATOR, BAR BAKERS, LLC

BatchMaster provides us with the information to monitor and analyze product performance.
We can see which products are moving, which ones have the best margins, and which ones
need closer attention. This analysis helps us make the decisions to increase the price of some
products, and produce more of the products that have the best margins.
EMY CELIS
CONTROLLER, INTERNATIONAL COATINGS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT DELMIAWORKS

DELMIAworks (formerly IQMS)
became part of the Dassault

During the past several months, we’ve expanded EnterpriseIQ to manage all design and
development projects as well as implement a preventative maintenance program. EnterpriseIQ
is intelligent innovation that delivers significant results for WPI. We just keep asking ourselves
why we didn’t implement this system sooner.
MARTY CHRISTENSEN
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SERVICES, WISCONSIN PLASTICS, INC.

Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform
on the cloud. DELMIAworks Means
Manufacturing. Born on the shop
floor, their award-winning
manufacturing ERP software is
tailored specifically for your
factory’s environment. They
understand your manufacturing

EnterpriseIQ is user-friendly and easy to navigate, so the switch over was simple and
everyone adapted quickly. We shipped and invoiced parts the same day we went live
with no problems. It was like the [DELMIAworks] system had always been in place.
JEFF COLSON
APPLICATION ENGINEER, TOP DIE CASTING

challenges and deliver a
comprehensive solution that will
set you on the path to operational
excellence. Structured around
end-to-end visibility and control,
their system uniquely combines
manufacturing software, MES

Customers have grown accustomed to viewing corrective action reports during
their audits in the DELMIAworks system. And, they appreciate and respect the
fact that we’re using an established, well-known and trusted ERP system.
TOM SINE
BUSINESS SYSTEMS MANAGER, COMAR

software, and ERP software to
improve every aspect of your
business. Available in both cloud
and premise-based solutions.

[DELMIAworks] is an outstanding ERP system. [DELMIAworks] replaced multiple independent
systems in our organization including MRP, real time, reporting, asset management,
preventative maintenance, and more. Because [DELMIAworks] is so intuitive, it is has been made
available to most everyone in our organization. We investigated a number of different ERP
systems before deciding on [DELMIAworks] and couldn't be happier with the results.
INTERTECH PLASTICS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT DEACOM

As a comprehensive ERP platform

My favorite thing about DEACOM is that it allows us to scale without having to manage the ERP
system and that's a lot different than our previous experience with our previous provider. It's
been great for us because we are regulated by the FDA and we're a fast paced and growing
company. Just like turning the lights on, DEACOM works.
JUNO RABY
OPERATIONS MANAGER, VITALITY WORKS

with the industry’s largest
functional foundation, Deacom
provides a rich set of capabilities
designed for growing
manufacturing and distribution
businesses around the world. All
functionality specific to these
industries is developed and

With DEACOM, we are able to quickly isolate where time and materials are being wasted. The first year we were on
DEACOM, we were able to scale our inventory variance down to $90,000 (from nearly $300,000). Today, Silver Spring
Foods is in the $1,800 – $2,500 range for variance in our inventory. We have gained our efficiencies, proved we were not at
capacity and improved inventory management. Those three things alone have allowed us to grow the business without
adding additional square footage.
NOAH WALLACE
CIO, SILVER SPRING FOODS

supported by Deacom and written
into the core platform. Following a
“Complexity Made Simpler”
philosophy, Deacom is able to
deliver the only true ONE System,
ONE User Experience, ONE Fixed
Price, and ONE Team solution. ONE System – All industry and base

With DEACOM, we now have real-time data right at our fingertips. We can instantly see what is
being produced in shifts A, B, and C, and drill down into those details to identify inconsistencies
and opportunities for improvement. The real-time information allows us to make faster and
better decisions.
ADAM CABOT
CEO, AMCO PROTEINS

functionality is part of the core ERP
solution – no bolt-ons or
customization required. - ONE User
Experience – Intuitive and
consistent working experience
across all departments, platforms,
and devices. - ONE Fixed Price –
Software, implementation,

Deacom continues to be the complete package. We started in an environment of multiple ERP systems, add on programs
for financials, preventative maintenance, and customer relationship management, along with the struggle of compiling
those data points together into real-time business metrics. Deacom has provided us the ability to consolidate and
standardize while maintaining the flexibility to operate business units in multiple, distinct markets. We continue to grow
and have confidence in Deacom’s ability to meet our demands.
KYLE HERTZ
MANAGER – ERP SYSTEMS, SYNALLOY CORPORATION

unlimited enhancements, and
training during the implementation
at a fixed price – Guaranteed! ONE Team – A single partner …
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT EPICOR

Epicor provides flexible,

The feature I appreciate most about the Epicor ERP solution is that you can make it into
whatever you want. It actually accommodates the way you do business whereas other ERP
packages make you adapt to their features. This is especially important for us since we have five
separate sister companies, which all do things a little bit differently.
TOM DELICATI
DIRECTOR OF IT, ANCHOR FABRICATION

industry-specific software that is
designed around the precise needs
of their manufacturing,
distribution, retail, and service
industry customers. With a deep
understanding of your industry,
Epicor solutions promote growth
while managing complexity. The

Epicor is a strategic partner for us and implementing Epicor ERP is part of our competitive
advantage. We use the system to manage our day-to-day operations more easily, and to
identify and resolve potential issues rapidly. The system has helped us refine our business
processes and manage our operations.
MIKE TSOI
BUSINESS SYSTEMS MANAGER, TAPHANDLES

result is powerful solutions that do
exactly what you need to free your
resources so you can profitably
grow your business.

Epicor ERP is an incredibly dynamic solution that does virtually everything we ask of it. Most importantly,
the system enabled us to tie together the triangle featuring the relationships among our company,
contractors, and end users in one extremely accessible, easy-to-use reporting format. This has allowed us to
identify sales patterns that opened the door to new deals and sales opportunities.
ROGER LEUNG
PURCHASING MANAGER, AMERICAN TIME

Epicor ERP gives us end-to-end standardisation. It tracks everything through
our entire system and gives us an extremely accurate picture of nearly every
business process, procedure, and transaction in real time.
EWAN MCCULLOCH
GENERAL MANAGER IT, ALLIED MOBILE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GLOBAL SHOP SOLUTIONS

In today’s markets, you have to be fast, efficient and accurate, and that requires having reliable
data you can trust. With Global Shop Solutions, we can track every step of the process from
order entry to purchasing to the invoicing of product. As long as we enter the data correctly, we
know we can trust it.
RAFED RIDA
IT AND PURCHASING MANAGER, TMCO

We simplify your manufacturing.™
Global Shop Solutions ERP
software provides the applications
needed to deliver a quality part on
time, every time from quote to
cash and everything in between,
including shop management,

Global Shop Solutions is a very comprehensive ERP package. From the GUI stations that track labor and
machining time with great precision to shop scheduling, automated move tickets, and more, the software
does everything you want it to. You get it all in one package without having to buy or use separate systems
for accounting or purchasing. It has made a huge difference in every area of our business.
MIKE SLAMEN
IT MANAGER, THOMAS INSTRUMENT

scheduling, inventory, accounting,
quality control, CRM and 25 more.
Available in the cloud or on
premise, our manufacturing
customers benefit from real-time
inventory accuracy, improved
on-time delivery, lower
administrative costs, increased

Creating BOMs in Global Shop also lets us track all the different work orders so they complete
together to finish the entire assembly. That way, we no longer have $50,000 projects waiting on
a $10 part for completion. And Global Shop links all the costs together for one final assembly,
so we know as soon as a project is done how much it costs.
ALAIN THERIAULT
ENGINEERING MANAGER, BRISTOL MACHINE

sales and improved customer
service. Headquarters in The
Woodlands, Texas, includes a
state-of-the-art R&D facility and
Global Shop Solutions training
center. Through its offices in the
U.S., Mexico, Indonesia, Singapore,
Australia, New Zealand and the

The integration of Global Shop Solutions ERP software has meant greater
efficiencies in work order generation, purchasing, tracking work orders,
reading shop orders, looking at open orders, and tracking inventory.
MIKE BACA
PURCHASING MANAGER, CALNETIX TECHNOLOGIES

United Kingdom, the company
supports thousands of
manufacturing facilities in over 25
countries and nearly 30 industries.
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT MIE SOLUTIONS

MIE Solutions is the leading

I’ve been involved with Oracle, SAP, and my most recent implementation,
Microsoft Dynamics. I fell in love with MIE Trak—it’s very intuitive and small
enough to not get lost in the features.
DAVID ZISMAN
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, COLE KEPRO INTERNATIONAL, LLC.

provider of production control
software for the entire
manufacturing sector.
Incorporating Estimating, RFQ's,
Work Orders, Purchasing, MRP,
Stock Control, Costing, Scheduling,
Reporting, Optional Shop Floor
Data Capture, Delivery Notes and

It’s clear that a lot of time and effort is still being put into developing new and
innovative components for MIE Trak Pro so that it continues to be a valuable
resource for manufacturers.
SHANNON E.
PUBLIC RELATIONS, EVS METALS

Invoices with many links to
external accounting packages. MIE
Trak Pro is the market leading
software for sheet metal
fabricators, precision engineers,
and manufacturers. It can be
adapted to incorporate any

We selected MIE Trak Pro over a very wellknown ERP competitor because, after speaking with a
salesperson, ownership stated, ‘these guys understand what we do.’ Since then, we’ve continued
growing and working with the MIE team who don’t nickel and dime us for every little thing.
ANDREA FISHBACK
VICE PRESIDENT, CONSOLIDATED MACHINE & WELDING

manufacturing processes if
required and offers a complete
solution. Our services also include
training on-site and online, full
product support via phone, online,
or in-person, on-site consultive
services, as well as custom
development work, and managed

I love the innovative ways that the MIE team works with us as if there were on our team. They are quick to respond, easy to
talk to, and have someone on the team that fully understands what we need. MIE has a team where someone will know
your uniqueness and difficulties and are eager to give you the best to make the best decision you can make. Having a job
service and not a full production, MIE TRAK Pro seems to be handling our unique situation and MIE will adapt to our needs
with enthusiasm.
BRIAN JOSEPH
NUCON CORP

services for our cloud-based
platform.

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT PLEX SYSTEMS

With Plex, our inventory accuracy has risen to 98 percent, and because everything is
barcoded, we know exactly where it’s located. Our inventory data is so accurate that
we don’t even need to do physical checks on our raw materials anymore.
BOB ZIOLKOWSKI
PURCHASING MANAGER, ARGENT INTERNATIONAL

Plex Systems, Inc.® delivers
industry-leading ERP, MES, and
Industrial IoT solutions to
manufacturers across process and
discrete industries. Plex pioneered
cloud solutions for the production
line, connecting suppliers,

With Plex, we can now more precisely plan the specific quantities we need to have on hand,
whether we’re trying to minimize or whether a customer is requiring us to hold more stock. Our
accuracy is now about 99 percent, and we’ve eliminated inventory obsolescence.
EDUARDO ARANA
DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR, EUROTRANCIATURA MEXICO

machines, people, systems, data,
and customers with capabilities
that are easy to configure, deliver
continuous innovation, and reduce
IT costs. With insight from the shop
floor to the top floor®, the Plex
Manufacturing Cloud® helps

Plex will automatically put a product on hold if anything fails to pass quality
specifications, and will not allow material handlers to scan that product to put
on the trailer. So, it protects our end customers from receiving faulty products.
JENNIFER MCINTOSH
ERP MANAGER, GILL INDUSTRIES

companies see and understand
every aspect of their business
ecosystems, enabling them to
transform their businesses and
lead with precision, efficiency, and
agility in an ever-changing market.

It reduces the number of calls we get exponentially. Customer portals allow clients to manage
their inventory offsite and do their ERP planning based on our inventories, production schedules
and finished goods. They now have access [to] a majority of the information they would have
once gotten from a sales rep directly through the system.
AARON BACON
SALES AND MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE, AARON THOMAS COMPANY, INC.
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT QAD

The QAD Customer Engagement Process allows us to leverage the value of our
ERP investment over time and QAD continues to work closely with us today to
ensure we are on track for tomorrow.
TANIA SAYERS
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, SOLAFT

QAD Inc. is a leading provider of
enterprise software and services
designed for global manufacturing
companies. For more than 35
years, QAD has provided global
manufacturing companies with
QAD Enterprise Applications, an

With QAD Cloud ERP we can concentrate on key business goals,
increase productivity and enhance customer satisfaction.
GIJS JANSEN
MANAGING DIRECTOR, ELHI POLYMER MOULDING

enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system that supports operational
requirements, including financials,
manufacturing, demand and
supply chain planning, customer
management, business intelligence
and business process
management. QAD Enterprise

If we used on premise ERP we would need to double, triple, even quadruple
our ERP team to support our 24/7 operations, plus invest in hardware. Thanks
to QAD Cloud ERP that we don’t even have to think about that.
PHILLIP AUSTIN
PLASAN’S QAD SYSTEMS MANAGER, PLASAN CARBON COMPOSITES

Applications is offered in flexible
deployment models in the cloud,
on-premise or in a blended
environment.

Navistar has anywhere from nine to eleven sites at which we can quickly set up now that we run QAD Cloud
ERP. Requiring no UpTime IT resources for ERP support and no business continuity headaches, QAD Cloud
ERP allows us the flexibility and the freedom to focus on enhancing performance and service excellence
while significantly cutting costs related to IT and ERP system maintenance.
TRISH REED
GENERAL MANAGER, UPTIME PARTS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT SYSPRO ERP SOFTWARE

SYSPRO Avanti allows the user to navigate seamlessly between the various
panes. The layout is simple, clean and uncluttered. Overall, the intuitiveness of
the interface supports a comfortable, uncomplicated experience.
FAY RENNEY
IT APPLICATIONS MANAGER, COUNTRY BIRD HOLDINGS

Established in 1978, SYSPRO is an
industry-built Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solution designed to
simplify business complexity for
manufacturers and distributors
worldwide. SYSPRO provides an
end-to-end business solution for

With SYSPRO ERP, we now have a more accurate projection of materials requirements, what those supplies
cost, and our total cost basis for fulfilling contracts for our various industry customers. This lets us do four
things: better control our materials purchases, know what’s going to be left in inventory after fulfilling jobs,
streamline our production schedule, and predict our financial needs and profit margins.
STACY FILIPPONE
ACCOUNTING MANAGER, SPHERE ONE

optimized cost control,
streamlined business processes,
improved productivity, and
real-time data analysis for
comprehensive reporting and
decision-making. SYSPRO is highly
scalable and can be deployed
either in the cloud, on-premise, or

SYSPRO ERP has made a huge difference for us. We have set up forecasting and usage
algorithms that are tailor-made to our business performance needs and goals. We now more
accurately forecast where we are going to be, and we can respond much more opportunistically
to changing circumstances.
MELODY KAAUA
IT MANAGER, PERFORMANCE MACHINE

accessed via any mobile device.
Combined with a practical
approach to technology and a
passionate commitment to
simplifying business processes,
SYSPRO dedicates itself to the
success of its partners and
customers alike.

I liked the real-time integrated nature of the various SYSPRO modules and
appreciated the ability we have to customize the various inquiry screens
without having to change the source code.
GARY SAUNDERS
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, PILOT BRANDS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT SHOPTECH

I love the ability to copy quotes and send them quickly via the Internet –
it makes us look professional, and has helped us double our business.
KEVIN DELK
PRESIDENT, DELMAR COMPANY

Established in 1984, Shoptech
Software is a leading provider of
Shop Management Software for
job shops and make to order
manufacturers. Shoptech has been
honored by Inc. magazine as one
of the fastest growing companies

I like the fact that everything is tied together in E2 – payables,
receivables, job processing – everything!
DAN VALLEY
GENERAL MANAGER, VALLEY WELDING & FABRICATING INC

in the U.S. for eight consecutive
years. Along the way, Shoptech has
forged strategic alliances with
business partners, garnered
recognition in business and shop
trade magazines, and gained a
reputation as consistently being on

We are very pleased with the system as E2 has become an integral part of the profitable growth of the
business. We currently have 19 seats we use actively every day and it’s in nearly every aspect of our business
from employees clocking into a job, receiving inventory, completing estimates or closing and invoicing jobs.
We could not function as the business we are today without E2.
ROB BOHN
PRESIDENT, NEMA ENCLOSURES

the forefront of technological
innovations to best serve the many
job shop markets. They’re truly the
authority on shop floor control.

The access to data has been a game changer for the shop and for my ability to lead
the company. I like E2 because I can quickly access nearly any information I need
about the shop’s processes, and then use that data to make smart, fast decisions.
ROBERT STEGMEIER
PRESIDENT, KAYMOR MACHINING AND WELDING
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ABAS ERP

abas ERP System is a complete

We are impressed by the flexibility of the abas ERP system and how well it can adjust to meet
our unique requirements. We have successfully worked in conjunction with abas for years. It is
important to us that we have a support partner that understands our needs and can
implement the necessary changes.
ERICH DINKLER
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MANNTECH

solution that provides your
employees with exactly the
functions and information they
need. All business areas will
benefit from their extensive
product portfolio, which not only
includes core ERP Software

With abas we are now able to respond very quickly to customer‘s new orders and changes to
existing orders and forecast. We are able to provide data in a timely manner to customers.
Customers rely heavily on our ERP capability and we have complete faith in it.
FARID ANANI
COMPUTROL

functions, but also a wide range of
valuable solutions from APS to
project management. And with
their mobile apps, you can keep
your data and processes under
control, anytime and any place.

The advantage of our ERP system is we can do almost anything with it. We were able to map custom
processes and workflows using the additional tables and infosystems included in the software. I get more
and more nervous with each upgrade. But so far my concern has been for nothing. Despite the high level of
customization, upgrades are typically completed over a single weekend.
HELMUT SCHREMPF
HEAD OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, BOLL & KIRCH

The flexibility of the ERP system and its ability to easily adapt to changes in order processes is
very important to us. The speed with which modifications were implemented was astounding.
Changes we discussed to order processing were made within a matter of minutes.
MICHAEL KUMMER
HEAD OF IT, BINDER+CO
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT DATACOR

Datacor is truly an integral part of the Dowd and Guild Inc. team. They are
always available to answer questions, offer suggestions, fix issues, and work as
a team to come up with the best possible solution to meet our needs.
LAURIE MORONES
MANAGER, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, DOWD & GUILD INC

Datacor, Inc., founded in 1981, has
been the leading provider of
business management software
solutions for Process
Manufacturers and Chemical
Distributors. Its Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) and

We chose Chempax for two reasons: the stability & longevity of the
company & the flexibility of the application.
LISA SCHLYER
IT MANAGER, ZELLER + GMELIN

Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) solutions were
created by developers who
understand the challenges and
idiosyncrasies of the industries
they have served for over 30 years.

Chempax has tied all of the information we need into one centralized system. When we move an item in the
wireless system, the information is immediately reflected across the rest of the ERP solution. Our distribution
and manufacturing operations are far more agile because we now know precisely what products we have
or need, in what quantities and exactly where they are located.
RANDY BYLE
IT DIRECTOR, HAVILAND ENTERPRISES, INC

With our previous system, we did a lot of double manual entries and logs. With
Datacor ERP, the system automatically calculates and tracks that information for us.
It has streamlined our business saving us time and increased our efficiency.
LACIE PERKINS
OFFICE MANAGER, C&L AQUA PROFESSIONALS, INC

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EXPANDABLE SOFTWARE

Expandable Software, Inc.
develops, markets and supports an

Expandable was perfect for LDT's needs because it was relatively inexpensive and could be
implemented quickly, yet it provided all of the basic capabilities of the high-end systems. We
wanted more than a handful of people to be able to use the ERP system, and Expandable
seemed easy enough for everyone to understand.
MARC ZEMLICK
CPIM, MANAGER, INVENTORY CONTROL / MMIS, LASER DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGIES

integrated manufacturing software
suite designed to help expanding
manufacturers manage their
long-term growth with a single ERP
system implementation. The
company’s distinguished record of
high customer satisfaction is
consistent over its 25-year history
supporting companies

With component prices continually dropping, the value of our inventory is
dropping by the same amount. Expandable provides powerful tools for
keeping inventory as low as possible without incurring stock-outs that reduce
our sales.
SUSAN MURPHY
MANUFACTURING MANAGER, COMARK CORP.

manufacturing a variety of
products including medical
devices, electronics and consumer
goods. Expandable customers
range from startups to growing
manufacturers with annual
revenues approaching the billion

The people who helped us were familiar with both the manufacturing and accounting aspects of a business.
In addition, unlike third-party consultants who have to know a little bit about a lot of programs, the people
from Expandable were experts in their own software. Because the structure of the program is so logical, it
was easy for people to understand the flow of data through the system.
DAVID PIERCE
OPERATIONS MANAGER, TOM'S OF MAINE

dollar mark.
Expandable is easy to manage because it is stable. The universality of Expandable also
minimizes the need for user support. The interface is consistent throughout the entire system so
that once I show a user how to use one module they can usually pick up the others on their
own.
KEVIN BOBST
MANAGER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, MONTEREY GOURMET FOODS, INC.
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ABOUT JOBBOSS

JobBOSS Shop Management
Solutions, an ECi Software

JobBOSS calculates critical ratio and priorities, moving work from one
workcenter to the next and providing real time status for the shop’s 500-700
active jobs. Exact JobBOSS understands the flow of the shop floor.
SAL RAMIREZ
OPERATIONS AND PLANT MANAGER, RONCELLI PLASTICS

Solutions company, serves over
7,000 manufacturers with software
and business support. JobBOSS
was first developed in 1984 by a
job shop manager that needed a
better way to run his business. As

JobBOSS has helped us meet government requirements and know job
costs at every point in time.
KEN MCPHERSON
MIS MANAGER, FORREST MACHINING INC.

an ECi Software Solutions
company, JobBOSS shares
common values that drive
employee culture and
performance and customer
satisfaction. Community
engagement is incredibly
important to both ECi and

It’s enabled us to have better tracking of our jobs, of job creation, all the way
through the work flow of engineering process, the documentation process, as
well as labor reporting.
NICK LINDSAY
SOFTWARE ENGINEER, CONVERTING EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

JobBOSS, and the Everyday Hero
Award and Community Heartbeat
Program are just a couple of
examples that illustrate how these
values extend to their customers
and local communities.

We were looking for an ERP system that could do everything for us, from quoting to
management of jobs and orders, manufacturing orders, all the way to accounting and payroll.
We have been using JobBOSS for the last 25 years and have been satisfied with the product.
WILLIE MONTEIRO
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FLEXTECH
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ABOUT MACOLA SOFTWARE

We will be better able to predict what our usage and our needs will be more
reliably than we do now. We won’t have to have $100,000 worth of product
sitting in inventory when historically we can see that we only used $50,000.
DAVE RICHMAN
IS&T DIRECTOR, RITE IN THE RAIN

Macola Software, an ECi Software
Solutions company, is a provider of
business solutions for small to
medium-sized manufacturing and
distribution companies. Macola
empowers today’s modern
enterprises to plan, manage,
analyze and control their

I like workspaces since it can really be configured to the person that is using it and the role that
person plays within the company. Being able to customize the menus and what real-time
information they can see on their workspace has really helped call things to people’s attention
right then and there.
JEROMIE PAYNE
OPERATIONS MANAGER, GLEMCO

businesses by providing innovative
software applications,
industry-experienced solutions
consultants, best-of-breed
technology plug-ins and
outstanding client support. With
over 40 years’ experience and

We are up dramatically from 2015 to 2016. I would attribute it to the fact that we are
able to execute and process orders and get those orders out. If we didn’t have Macola
10 and we were using our old system, it would have been very difficult.
BEN BARBER
GENERAL MANAGER, SOLAIRE MEDICAL

clients in more than 20 countries,
Macola has enhanced every
conceivable business process.

We would not be able to be a $10 million company if it weren’t for Exact Macola. Exact Macola
runs the company, from order processing and inventory controls to more accurate accounting
and faster automated shipping. I don’t know what I’d do without it.
DENISE JOHNSON
OWNER/PRESIDENT, RITE WAY MANUFACTURING
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ABOUT PROCESSPRO

ProcessPro allows us to easily look up any item and find out everything
we need to know about it.
ALMA REICHERT
DIRECTOR, MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING, ALL AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL

ProcessPro, powered by OSAS, is a
leading mid-market ERP software
solution for the process
manufacturing industry. Designed
specifically for manufacturers that
combine batches of mixtures,
ProcessPro seamlessly integrates
all aspects of plant operation, from

Implementing ProcessPro has allowed us to capture and analyze the data we need as
we continue to scale our business. Through ProcessPro, we've identified cost
efficiencies and created processes to further enhance the efforts of our team.
JASON NEELY
FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, STRATOS

beginning order entry through
manufacturing, packaging,
shipping, inventory, and
accounting. ProcessPro has been
serving the food, beverage,
pharmaceutical, nutritional
supplement, cosmetic, specialty

My reference for anyone wanting to pursue ProcessPro as an ERP solution,
would be number one – their customer support is second to none, we get a
timely response from them, they are very knowledgeable.
GREG PETTIT
ACCOUNTANT, BRANDT

chemical and cannabis industries
for more than 30 years.
I chose ProcessPro to be our ERP solution, as I have many years of experience with the software
from previous employment, and it has changed operations for the better by keeping track of
our inventory, orders, accounting, and with the use of WMS, which bar codes everything.
ERIC SIMPSON
PRESIDENT, SIMPSON LABS
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ABOUT SYNERGY RESOURCES

Synergy Resources is a group of
90+ highly experienced business
professionals with a more

With Infor VISUAL, information is accessible no matter where we are within
one location or in a different state. With that ability, we communicate better
and use inventory more efficiently, which helps us reduce costs and processing
time.
ALAN CASH
BUSINESS ANALYST, WARD LEONARD

extensive knowledge of the Infor
ERP VISUAL product than anyone.
Between the business software
and the professional services
offered, they help manufacturing &
distribution companies improve
their productivity & profitability
while gaining a competitive edge.

With Infor VISUAL, we cut our average lead times from four weeks to two weeks
through improved visibility, and shipped orders 50% faster. We can better control our
labor and materials, reducing shortages on the shop floor and boosting customer
satisfaction.
JACK O'LEARY
VP OF OPERATIONS, GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY SYSTEMS

We looked at a number of software packages for replacing the old system we had, but
selected Infor VISUAL for providing the best combination of support for
manufacturing, order entry, and distribution – with the greatest flexibility to meet our
needs.
CHRIS JAKUBOWSKY
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, ROYAL PRODUCTS

Synergy Resources installed VISUAL ERP Scheduling and within three months of the
implementation, we experienced considerable improvements. The major drop occurred within
six months when we cut our Work in Process (WIP) by 40%. That reduction has been consistent
for two years and we are now shipping 50% more product.
LEON LEFEBVRE
ERP ADMINISTRATOR, RODNEY HUNT COMPANY
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ABOUT TECHNOLOGY GROUP
INTERNATIONAL

Technology Group International is

We received strong support from Enterprise 21 technical staff. We felt
confident under the experienced TGI management and leadership of the
project coordinator through implementation and ‘go live.
DARREL LISKI
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER, NU-WEST CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS

an industry-leading enterprise
software solution provider to small
and mid-market manufacturers
and distributors. TGI’s exclusive
focus is on the development,
implementation, and support of
Enterprise 21, the company’s

There is no question about whether or not we made the correct choice in selecting TGI and
Enterprise 21. We evaluated four ERP systems in order to determine if they satisfied our
documented requirements, and TGI ranked number one. We look forward to growing with TGI!
LARRY DUNN
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, NUGO NUTRITION

fully-integrated business
management software solution.
I feel the best part of our Enterprise 21 implementation is the working relationship we have with TGI. I genuinely feel that
TGI cares about what we think of the software and listens to our suggestions even though we are a very small company.
Dealing with technical support is always a good experience. We talk directly to a programmer, are given regular feedback
on the status of our work, and our work is completed within a very short period of time.
ANNE SMITH
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, CANE CREEK CYCLING COMPONENTS

We feel that TGI is a true partner in our business. Their products and support allow us to
manage our company in an effective and efficient manner. Additionally, we feel that we are
positioned for the future from a system standpoint to continue to grow our business without the
concern of facing a ‘next step up’ in ERP systems and costs.
BRAD SACKS
FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MORE THAN GOURMET
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ABOUT WINMAN ERP

WinMan is a powerful ERP
Software solution aimed

The WinMan Kiosks and Hand Held terminals are designed to work in the way
that we want to work. This means that production and warehouse users of the
system are able to use the system efficiently and with minimum training.
ALI COCKBURN
PURCHASING AND PLANNING MANAGER, HERRCO

specifically at the manufacturing,
distribution, e-commerce and retail
sectors. Covering all aspects of
Manufacturing, Distribution, CRM,
Service Management, Financials,
eCommerce, ePOS and associated
functions, WinMan has been

With WinMan you know exactly what you are getting – it does what it says on
the tin. And that is providing a true lean enabling ERP system that is scalable,
flexible and powerful enough to work equally as well in every Magal company.
MARTIN BLACKBURN
GROUP IT MANAGER, MAGAL ENGINEERING TECH LTD

developed from the ground up as
an integrated business system for
forward thinking enterprises.

You have all the benefits of an integrated system that takes you from quote to
order. It was the best CRM functionality we saw within an ERP system.
JOHN HARTLEY
MANAGING DIRECTOR, EXTRONICS

The ERP software enables us to communicate with all departments from the back office. It
covers all aspects of CRM, distribution and stock control, financials and manufacturing; and we
are able to access detailed analysis of all aspects of the business.
CLAIRE JENNENS
PROJECT MANAGER, THERMASET
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ABOUT FUJITSU GLOVIA, INC.

Glovia’s Configurator was a key component of the decision making process
because of its flexible capabilities. The solution reacts to project changes
immediately to rebalance supplies, resources and demands.
BILL ROCHE
ERP TEAM LEADER, FIVE STAR ALLIANCE

Fujitsu Glovia, Inc. offers discrete
manufacturing ERP software and
solutions that enable small to large
manufacturing companies,
assembly operations and
mixed-mode businesses to meet
customers’ ever-increasing
requirements for high-quality,

Of the solutions that met all our requirements, Glovia was the most
cost-effective and the best fit solution for our business in terms of streamlining
business processes and reducing costs.
GAIL CASSIN
CORPORATE IT MANAGER, MUNTERS GROUP

on-time and on-budget production.
Fujitsu Glovia, Inc. is a supplier of
manufacturing, supply chain and
ERP systems. The company is a
division of Fujitsu and has product
roots back to the Xerox Chess
application. Fujitsu Glovia is

The great thing is that GLOVIA G2 is geared up to our industry. We are now confident that our
inventories are correct, that we have accurate sales figures and an accurate full breakdown of
material costs. Glovia has given us a tighter ship and a more efficient business.
MIKE MITSCH
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, KEIHIN AIRCON

distinguished from other ERP
application providers as it was
designed and developed by
manufacturers for manufacturers.

Glovia plays a key role in achieving the necessary response times. We import live
information from the production shop every hour, so we can tell what’s been made
and if we’re on target for the following day’s pickup. It’s as tight as that.
CRAIG SMITH
MATERIALS MANAGER, TRB
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ABOUT GENIUS ERP

Customizable ERP-Genius ERP software developers really helped us by
programming custom macros. There is no limit to customization.
CLAUDE JULIEN
MECHANICAL DESIGNER, MACHITECH AUTOMATION INC.

Genius ERP delivers a complete
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
solution, including software,
implementation services, and field
expertise for small to mid-sized
custom manufacturers across the
US and Canada. Genius ERP is built

We are a startup and I chose to go with Genius as SaaS. Easy to use with good
and fast customer service. With this system, I'm able to stay up to date with
my accounting and I can control [everything] from purchasing to production.
SYLVAIN PELLETIER
PRESIDENT, AMECPRO

for SME manufacturers handling
make-to-order, engineer-to-order,
custom-to-order, and
assemble-to-order manufacturing.
Gain complete oversight of your
shop, including accurate
estimating, product engineering,

Very good ERP. Easy to use and to create personnal reports. We use
Genius in the whole manufacturing process.
JEAN VERMETTE
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR, LEDDARTECH

inventory control, production
planning, smart scheduling and
accounts management. Simplify
complex manufacturing with
Genius ERP.

With the implementation of the Genius Manufacturing system, we’re able to
see things in process and we’re able to keep histories of job profitability. We
know much more now than we ever did.
JIM HODGES
CFO, FIL-TREK
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ABOUT JOBSCOPE

Jobscope is a leading provider of

JOBSCOPE gives us complete job costing information which is critical to efficiently running a job
shop manufacturing facility. Having immediate access to real-time cost information is key to
our operations and future growth of the company. JOBSCOPE is ideal for Job Shop
manufacturing companies like MP Husky.
DUSTY HENRY
PRESIDENT, MP HUSKY

manufacturing ERP software &
services, helping order-driven
businesses improve operational
performance & increase revenue.
Jobscope Manufacturing ERP
Software provides tools for
real-time job costing, CRM,
estimating, budgeting, invoicing,

Using JOBSCOPE ERP Software we can charge labor and material purchased directly against a
contract. We are not constrained to using classic inventory based work orders in the machine
shop, which we felt created unnecessary transactions in and out of inventory and posed serious
constraints on how costs were allocated.
JASON KENT
COBBLE

shop floor scheduling, labor
collection, MRP, material control,
purchasing, integration to CAD,
financial reporting and business
intelligence.

Having immediate access to real-time cost information is key to our
operations and future growth of the company. JOBSCOPE manufacturing
software is made for crane manufacturing ETO companies and that is exactly
what we do.
KAREN NORHEIM
VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN CRANE & EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Using JOBSCOPE, we are more efficient in scheduling, materials management,
planning, warehousing and shipping. That helps us meet company objectives
and keep our customers satisfied.
KALLIE SWARTZ
DIRECTOR OF MATERIALS, PAR SYSTEMS
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ABOUT MISYS MANUFACTURING

MISys Manufacturing offers one of

I particularly like the latest update, which provides a display of the cost/item
list. You don’t have to open up the item list or search for the department
number anymore because more information is displayed on the main page.
LARRY COX
PURCHASING MANAGER, AGPRO

the lowest cost-of-ownership
solutions for small manufacturers
while designed to grow with the
success of industrial customers,
offering a scalable solution which
provides the needed additional
power by simply plugging in a new
module. MISys Manufacturing

MISys Manufacturing gives RedXDefense the ability to synthesize critical information and react
to it as quickly as possible. We know that the scheduling and purchasing recommendations
coming out of the MRP system are accurate and address our real needs. MISys gives us the
information and the confidence we need to manage our growth.
ADAM PUGACZEWSKI
PRODUCTION MANAGER, REDXDEFENSE

software products are sold directly
by the company as well as
hundreds of business partners in
forty-eight countries. MISys
Manufacturing offers a
comprehensive solution for all
industries, with specific

MISys has improved our documentation tenfold. Right down to the part level,
we can see who has what, where, when, and how regarding the pieces of an
individual project. We now know exactly what the customer received.
KEVIN BENGSTON
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY NORTHWEST

functionality for food & beverage,
auto parts, industrial machinery,
and plastics manufacturers.

MISys is a very sophisticated product. The reports have saved me over and over. I never run out
of supplies so I never lose time or money due to inventory miscalculations. MISys provides the
information and reports I need to help me schedule ahead for production.
REB SAULS
OPERATIONS MANAGER, BMI INTERNATIONAL
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ABOUT MRPEASY

MRPeasy is an easy-to-use,

We see already the following benefits of using MRPeasy: Better management of stock including purchase
orders, inventory and waste management. More accurate production planning and analysis of completed
jobs. Analysis of worker performance. Integration with Xero has saved time in accounting. Cloud integration
and speed. The learning curve is small, and the support team is great!
DANIEL MAJOR
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, NORDIC ALUMINIUM

cloud-based production planning
(MRP) software for small and
medium-sized manufacturers. The
business model is
subscription-based, dramatically
reducing clients' up-front costs,
which are often a barrier for new
companies.

MRPeasy allows us to track our manufacturing costs and sales with ease. We are very happy with the
product as it saves our employees a lot of time. It helped us to get rid of a lot of paperwork and it syncs very
well with our previous accounting system ‘Xero’. We initially thought the transition would be tough, but with
the help from Libra Europe Consulting, it turned out to be a smooth process.
PAUL RYDERD
MANAGING DIRECTOR, UTILITY METERS WAREHOUSE

In selecting MRPeasy, I looked at many options for the new venture, but chose MRPeasy
primarily because it is cloud based and also for its forecasting features, simplicity, and flexible
low price per user! The cloud based software capabilities definitely fit our business model on the
go. We can work 24/7 from anywhere!
TODD BLAUDOW
ARTIC SOLAR

MRPeasy gives us the ability to track all of our manufacturing lot costs right down to the individual serial number of our
products. MRPeasy provides the software as a remote service and has never been unavailable to us except in very rare
maintenance windows. Just like its name, it was easy to implement, and we can manufacture our products to a rigid flow
ensuring safe and quality product. All these advantages and no server to have to manage.
BRANDON AMES
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ANICELL BIOTECH
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ABOUT REALTRAC PERFORMANCE ERP

Realtrac Performance ERP is a

Since the implementation of Realtrac, we have seen a decrease in production
times, we have seen a decrease in delivery times, and we have also seen a rise
in profits.
ED BROWN
PLANT MANAGER, SIDLEY DIAMOND TOOL COMPANY

software company specializing in
manufacturing software for
machine shops, job shops, and
make-to-order manufacturers. The
company was founded in the heart
of a machine shop and has served
the manufacturing industry for
over three decades. The program

All of our management team has immediate access to all the information they need
all the time. We don’t even sweat quality audits like the API Q1 or the ISO9001 or the
IS0/TS 29001; all the information and documentation is in Realtrac.
PATRICK BROUSSARD
OWNER, UNIQUE MANUFACTURING

is used by thousands of businesses
across North America. Realtrac’s
ERP software is very easy to learn
and use and boasts the lowest
total cost of use software on the
market. With a quickstart
implementation, Realtrac ERP is

We had a pretty quick return on improvement in our job planning, cost
analysis and floor operations - [meaning] that within a matter of months, the
software paid for itself.
HELEN JOHNSON
FOUNDER, ALLIANCE BROACH & TOOL

operable in just a few days
compared to weeks or months.
Realtrac is built on a real-time
platform, allowing businesses to
stay on top of job, labor, vendor,
and customer tracking. Realtrac
gives an analysis of a business’s

Realtrac enables us to schedule all the components in the order they must be
manufactured to produce a complete assembly by a certain date.
JEFF PIASKOWSKI
PRODUCTION MANAGER, TALSCO

current and past status, allowing
them to make educated decisions
for a maximum return on
investment.
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ABOUT WORKWISE SOFTWARE

The WorkWise system increased our speed and actually reduced the
amount of errors we had throughout the manufacturing process.
KENTON MERRICK
PROJECT ENGINEER, RACINE METAL-FAB

WorkWise is a leading developer of
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) software
solutions along with
comprehensive implementation

WorkWise ERP made the most sense to us. It checked all of the boxes
that we needed to run the business more efficiently.
ZACH MURRAY
SPECIAL PRODUCT MANAGER, STAR METAL PRODUCTS

and support services. WorkWise's
flagship products, WorkWise ERP
and OnContact CRM, are
customizable, easy-to-use, quick to
implement, cost-effective software
solutions that enable you to better
serve your customers and

WorkWise ERP software has helped us streamline business processes so
that the system can work for us.
VINCENZO SPEZIALE
VICE PRESIDENT, MARION BODY WORKS

prospects. Use of these software
applications enable users to
enhance efficiency by performing
their jobs in less time with greater
accuracy and improved
proficiency. With world
headquarters in Menomonee Falls,

WorkWise ERP has made things easier for us because it’s a relatively easy interface to
use and you have the ability to access a number of different things, all in the same
space. It’s well organized and it seems to work very well for what we need it to do.
RYAN ERICKSON
IT SPECIALIST & ACCOUNT MANAGER, BOCK WATER HEATERS

WI, WorkWise has been helping
companies achieve new levels of
success for over 15 years.
WorkWise calls its philosophy
“customer inspired” because they
put customers first, listen to their
unique requirements, and then use
that feedback to create …
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ABOUT XTUPLE

One of the most cost-effective business tools we use day-in and day-out to run our operations is xTuple. We have the
flexibility to extend the functionality to meet our needs; we're not constrained by the software. All of our products are
made-to-order; that’s thousands of different configurations of our products — and they all require a quick turnaround for
us to stay competitive. Using xTuple has helped us run and grow our business.
OPERATIONS VICE PRESIDENT
MAGNA-POWER ELECTRONICS

xTuple is a great place for small
and rapidly expanding businesses
to start. So, if you're finding your
current inventory management
software is struggling with your
rate of growth, xTuple aims itself at
scaling businesses and is an
excellent option.

xTuple is very interactive and user-friendly, especially the various workbench displays with all
the information we need in one place. With our previous system(s), we had to go into umpteen
different screens. Now our staff gets a lot of information they didn’t have access to before,
speeding up processes and making us all the more efficient.
KATHLEEN MULGREW-SMITH
MATERIALS MANAGER, PELCO COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES

What set xTuple apart from the start was how solid the functionality was for the price.
Most small- to mid-sized companies cannot afford the more expensive ERP systems
out there, but they do need a system. xTuple's offering was clearly the best value.
WES JACOBS
GENERAL MANAGER, CREAMER METAL PRODUCTS

When we added the xTuple inventory control module, we weren't just adding a system, but
changing the company culture and creating new procedures. Traceability is absolutely required
in the food industry. A lot of the ingredients we use can get converted when in the finished
product. You have to trace across those lots. xTuple does that for us very well.
DANIEL BAROCO
IT MANAGER, CEDARLANE NATURAL FOODS
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